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            A Retail Management Software For Your Boost MobileSM Dealership
        

        
            Welcome to the Boost Elevate Platform Suite - Elevate POS, Elevate Marketing CRM, & Elevate GO
        

    

    



        
        
            What People Say

            
                
                                            
                            
                                “I have been getting a lot of customers coming in the stores and calling into the stores about promotions from both these emails and sms campaigns!”
                            

                            
                                Sunny
                            

                            
                                Jazz Wireless
                            

                        

                                            
                            
                                “I am excited to use a platform like Boost Elevate Marketing and wish we had this feature sooner cause of how beneficial it will be for a lot of retailers”
                            

                            
                                Shumani
                            

                            
                                Unlimited Mobile
                            

                        

                                            
                            
                                “Love that Boost Elevate Marketing integrates with our social media!”
                            

                            
                                Mariel
                            

                            
                                Pacific Wireless
                            

                        

                                            
                            
                                “This is so simple, I love it.”
                            

                            
                                Cris Bond
                            

                            
                                CIAEC Wireless
                            

                        

                                            
                            
                                “My previous wireless POS system was a nightmare to navigate. I had to spend a lot of time generating reports. 
                Boost Elevate is built for businesses like mine where you need fast access to vital information about sales and inventory.”
                            

                            
                                Hamid F
                            

                            
                                Owner
                            

                        

                                            
                            
                                “Boost Elevate cuts down on fraud, mistakes and any other issues that can cost my business money and reputation. It gives me peace of mind and complete control over my stores.”
                            

                            
                                Brian K
                            

                            
                                Co-Owner
                            

                        

                                            
                            
                                “A lot of customers were surprised and excited to see this 4-6 PM Happy Hour promotion for 50% Boost Accessories, brought some good buzz into our stores.”
                            

                            
                                Chris Portillo
                            

                            
                                Owner, Portillo’s Wireless Center
                            

                        

                                    

            

        

    
    
        
            Retail Management Reimagined

            
                The Boost Elevate suite of retail management platforms is designed to improve and enhance
                the day-to-day operations of Boost Mobile Stores
            

            
                The Boost Elevate suite of tools and platforms were created to make managing your Boost Mobile stores, and your customers, easier than ever. With direct integrations from Boost Mobile and in-depth knowledge of dealer operations, great precision was taken with building software that allows you to grow your business.

                Elevate POS

                Elevate POS for Boost Mobile stores is something intuitive and comprehensive. It was created as a retail POS platform with full integration into Boost Mobile’s sales portal and product catalog. This helps make transactions and activations simple for any tenure of sales staff. It also provides management and back-of-house staff with access to reporting that is more accurate and actionable.

                Elevate Marketing

                Finding a way to reach your customers regularly on your timeline with approved creative can be tough. These roadblocks are solved with Elevate Marketing. Our retail CRM allows your stores to proactively send or manage Boost-approved Email, SMS, and Banner promotions to existing customers. Customers come right over from your previous transactions using Elevate POS. The other proactive marketing tool on the platform is Outbound Calling. It allows your stores to make compliant calls straight to customers and drive customer loyalty.

                Elevate GO

                Implementing project plans, training, and operational procedures with consistency across many locations is difficult. The newest addition to the Elevate suite, Elevate GO, makes these tasks easier than ever with checklist tools and in-depth sales reporting. Elevate GO allows store-level management, Boost Mobile field teams, and distributor field teams to work better together. It integrates Boost Mobile’s sales data with Elevate Marketing data to ensure all teams can access easy-to-read, door-level reporting. It also provides an easy-to-use checklist tool to create and enforce standard operating procedures. In addition to this, Elevate GO houses the Elevate U system that aligns Boost, distributor, and store goals.

                These tools together can make a significant impact on your business growth! Use the links below to learn more about each tool and how it can help your business grow. If you are ready to get a demo or talk with someone about signing up, head over to the support section and call the support teams.
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                        POS

                        
                            A Full Retail POS Solution for
                            Boost Mobile stores
                        

                        
                            Learn More >
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                        CRM

                        
                            A Retail CRM to drive traffic &
                             increase sales
                        

                        
                            Learn More >
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                        RMP

                        
                            A Retail Management Platform that includes
                            sales reporting, checklists, and integrations
                        

                        
                            Learn More >
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                        Support

                        
                            Self-service training &
                            dedicated support contacts
                        

                        
                            Learn More >
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                                    30 Broad Street, Floor 22

                                    New York, NY 10004

                                    (212) 742-2301

                                    sales@b2bsoft.com
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                                    1217 Sansom Street, 4S

                                    Philadelphia, PA 19107

                                    (215) 825-7664

                                    info@arkideas.com
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